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We characterize a high-density sample of negatively charged silicon-vacancy (SiV−) centers in
diamond using collinear optical multidimensional coherent spectroscopy. By comparing the results
of complementary signal detection schemes, we identify a hidden population of SiV– centers that is
not typically observed in photoluminescence, and which exhibits significant spectral inhomogeneity
and extended electronic T2 times. The phenomenon is likely caused by strain, indicating a potential
mechanism for controlling electric coherence in color-center-based quantum devices.

PACS numbers: 61.72.jn, 78.47.jh, 78.47.jf, 42.50.Ex

Color centers in diamond are point defects within the
diamond host lattice that absorb and emit visible or
near-infrared light. Such defects have drawn attention
recently as potential hardware elements in quantum net-
works and devices [1, 2], due in part to the protective
influence of diamond’s wide bandgap and weak magnetic
susceptibility, and in part to the technology available for
manipulating and detecting light at these photon ener-
gies. Among the most promising defects are negatively
charged silicon-vacancy (SiV– ) centers. In contrast to
the more heavily studied nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers,
SiV– centers exhibit an inversion-symmetric D3d point-
group structure [3, 4] that shields them against first-order
Stark shifts and endows them with sharp optical absorp-
tion and emission lines. Aided by these properties, SiV–

centers have proven conducive to both coherent control
[5–8] and the manipulation and generation of indistin-
guishable photons [9, 10].

Despite these advantages, challenges still hinder the
development of SiV– center devices. For example, spin
coherence times are in most cases too short for prac-
tical applications with the exception of measurements
at sub-Kelvin temperatures [11, 12] and of the neutral
SiV-center variant [13, 14]. Moreover, the overall quan-
tum yield of SiV– centers is low [15, 16], suffering from
non-radiative decay channels [17–19] that are a poten-
tial problem for single-photon devices. Separately, there
are a number of open questions and engineering oppor-
tunities related to the effects of strain on SiV– centers
[20, 21], and more broadly to the way that ensembles of
color centers behave in close proximity [22] and at large
densities [23–25]. A few of these studies indicate a corre-
spondence between strain and electronic dephasing rates

[21]. On all these fronts, the exceptional sensitivity of
nonlinear optical techniques [7, 8, 26–29] holds promise
for elucidating SiV– center properties.

In this Letter, we report measurements using collinear
multidimensional coherent spectroscopy (MDCS) of the
optical transitions in a high-density ensemble of SiV–

centers in bulk single-crystal diamond. By com-
paring photoluminescence (PL)-based and heterodyne-
detection-based MDCS signal collection schemes, we se-
lectively distinguish between luminescing and nonlumi-
nescing color centers, observing a large population of
SiV– transitions that are typically hidden (i.e., not ob-
served) under PL detection, and which have more than
60 times as much inhomogeneous spectral broadening as
the population of PL-emitting “bright” states. A de-
tailed comparison of homogeneous dephasing rates re-
veals longer T2 optical coherence times for the hidden
population as compared to the bright population, indi-
cating that electronic dephasing interactions in the hid-
den population are diminished. Finally, by character-
izing the amount of inhomogeneous broadening, we ar-
gue that the most likely source of the inhomogeneity and
extended T2 times of the hidden population is inhomo-
geneous strain, and discuss mechanisms by which strain
and electronic dephasing might be linked. The results ex-
emplify the power of MDCS as a tool for characterizing
color-center materials, and they inform the development
of strain-utilizing color-center devices and applications.

The experimental layout is illustrated in Fig. 1. We
exposed the sample to a series of laser pulses (band-
width ≈ 7.5 nm, λpeak ≈ 737 nm, repetition rate = 76
MHz) that combined to generate nonlinear polarization
and excited-state-electron population responses [30]. We
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FIG. 1. Comparison between PL-detected and heterodyne-detected multidimensional coherent spectroscopy (MDCS) measure-
ments of an ensemble of SiV– centers in diamond. (a) Temporal illustration of relevant interaction pathways and probed
electronic coherences. (b) Schematic illustrations of signal collection techniques. (c) PL-detected rephasing spectrum. (d)
Heterodyne-detected rephasing spectrum.

collected rephasing spectra [31, 32] in which a first-order
excitation interaction was correlated with a third-order
evolution or emission interaction [Fig. 1(a)] to produce
photon echoes as a function of inter-pulse time delays
τ and t. Fourier-transforming the result generates spec-
tra consisting of two-dimensional resonance peaks plotted
against interaction frequencies ντ and νt. Measurements
were performed at 10 K and a waiting time T ≈ 0.5 ps.

An advantage of this setup over other types of MDCS
(including a previous study on NV centers in diamond
[33]) is that the excitation beams are collinear [34–
38]. The arrangement facilitates comparisons between
complementary signal detection schemes, as shown in
Fig. 1(b). We isolated the nonlinear response by tag-
ging each of the four laser pulses with frequency offsets
ν1, ν2, ν3, and ν4, which led to a radio-frequency beat-
note at νsig = −ν1 + ν2 + ν3 − ν4 that we selected with a
lock-in amplifier. In one scheme, we extracted the signal
by directing all four pulses onto the sample and measur-
ing the resulting modulation in PL intensity [34, 36]. In
another scheme, we used the fourth pulse as a local oscil-
lator to heterodyne-detect a coherent four-wave-mixing

signal emitted in reflection by the interaction of the sam-
ple with the first three pulses [35, 38]. The first scheme
selects out bright color centers with a propensity for ra-
diative emission while the second scheme is more sensitive
to the ensemble as a whole. An analogous comparison in
the linear regime would be one between photolumines-
cence excitation spectroscopy and absorption.

Figure 1(c) shows an MDCS plot for the PL detection
scheme. The energy-level structure of an SiV– color cen-
ter contains spin-orbit-split 2Eg ground and 2Eu excited
states [see Fig. 1(a)], which give rise in Fig. 1(c) to op-
tical transitions at 406.654 THz, 406.713 THz, 406.915
THz, and 406.974 THz. (The y-axis values are nega-
tive because the first-order interaction is conjugate rel-
ative to the third-order interaction in a rephasing pulse
sequence.) Such transitions can be observed using tradi-
tional PL [3, 4, 39], but the MDCS measurement is richer.
Within the figure’s dashed gray boxes, for example, there
are direct peaks visible at ντ = −νt indicating ground-
state bleaching and stimulated emission effects, and there
are cross peaks at ντ 6= −νt indicating the presence of
coherent coupling. Beyond this, the elongated resonance
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features offer a window into the intricacies of dephas-
ing. The features’ “inhomogeneous” linewidths (parallel
to the ντ = −νt line) give a measurement, in the lan-
guage of magnetic resonance [40], of the T ∗

2 dephasing
times associated with the overall ensemble. Their “ho-
mogeneous” linewidths (perpendicular to the ντ = −νt
line) give a frequency-group-specific measurement con-
nected to single-particle dephasing times T2.

More striking than the characteristics of the PL-
detected plot in isolation, however, are the dramatic
differences between the PL-detected spectrum of Fig.
1(c) and the heterodyne-detected spectrum shown in Fig.
1(d). The width of the resonance peak in Fig. 1(d) is
much larger than that of the peaks of Fig. 1(c) even across
a frequency domain more than five times as wide, and the
spectrum of Fig. 1(d) lacks the cross peaks of Fig. 1(c),
indicating an inhomogeneous fine-structure splitting in
addition to the inhomogeneity in overall transition fre-
quency. Figure 2 shows projections onto the νt axis of
rephasing spectrum amplitudes, allowing a more direct
comparison of linewidths. As shown by the red trace
in Fig. 2(a), the PL-detected MDCS measurement ex-
hibits peaks with an inhomogeneous full-width at half-
maximum (FWHM) linewidth of 28 ± 2 GHz. This is
within a factor of two of linewidths obtained through
conventional PL [Fig. 2(a), blue trace] [30]. Figure
2(b) shows PL-detected MDCS and heterodyne-detected
MDCS on the same plot. The heterodyne spectrum’s
linewidth can be extracted by dividing out the squared
laser spectrum and measuring the result to produce an es-
timate of 1.8±0.1 THz, or by fitting to a finite-bandwidth
MDCS lineshape model [41] to produce an estimate of
1.84± 0.02 THz.

As mentioned above, the PL-detected spectrum of
Fig. 1(c) is sensitive only to bright color centers while
the heterodyne-detected spectrum of Fig. 1(d) is sensi-
tive to both bright and hidden centers.The wider distri-
bution of states must be dominated by hidden centers
because is not visible in Fig. 1(c). A comparison be-
tween the heterodyne-detected inhomogeneous linewidth
and the linewidths from partially annealed and highly-
strained SiV– samples reported in the literature [21, 42]
indicates that the likely origin of the hidden ensemble
is strain. Indeed, strain is expected to be nonuniform
and potentially very large at selected locations in this
densely implanted sample [30]. The results from Figs. 1
and 2 are also similar to a recently reported population
of SiV-related optical transitions in nanodiamonds [21],
where strain effects are at among their most acute. The
discovery here of a significant inhomogeneous population
of color centers in single-crystal bulk extends both the
phenomenon’s relevance and its regime of applicability.

Our assignment of the hidden center resonances to
strain-impacted SiV– centers as opposed to some other
kind of silicon-related complex is based on the fact that
the hidden center resonance is peaked at the SiV– zero-
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FIG. 2. Inhomogeneous distributions of SiV– centers in
PL-detected and heterodyne-detected MDCS spectra, where
traces have been extracted by taking the projection of the am-
plitude of rephasing spectra onto the νt axis. (a) PL-detected
MDCS and traditional PL. The data have been scaled and
vertically offset to facilitate lineshape comparisons. (b) PL-
detected MDCS and heterodyne-detected MDCS.

phonon line and—while broader than the bright center
resonance—remains too narrow in this sample to orig-
inate from any other source. The most plausible alter-
nate contender is the neutral carbon vacancy (GR1) zero-
phonon line at 404.5 THz (740.9 nm). However, this reso-
nance lies decidedly away from the hidden-center spectral
peak as demonstrated in both Fig. 2(b) and in the results
of auxiliary MDCS and linear absorption measurements
[30]. The nanodiamond study of Ref. [21] posits the influ-
ence of SiV:H complexes. However, SiV:H complexes are
expected to absorb in the near-infrared [43], even farther
from the hidden-center peak than the GR1 line.

In the absence of other complexes, the clear distinction
between the heterodyne-detected and PL-detected SiV–

center ensembles begs a microscopic explanation. The
simplest possibility is that the presence of strain in the
hidden centers reduces their radiative dipole moments
relative to unstrained centers, thereby both reducing ra-
diative decay from the excited state and extending its
coherence time through the same underlying mechanism.
Such an explanation is inconsistent with the nonlinear
character of MDCS peak strengths, however, which de-
pend on the dipole moment to the 4th power in the χ(3)

limit. It would be surprising, for example, that the un-
strained centers are not observed in Fig. 1(d) as localized
peaks in the spectrum, since their dipole moments in this
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FIG. 3. Simulated effect of PL-detection filtering in MDCS
[30]. (a) Heterodyne-detected rephasing plot resulting from
an inhomogeneously broadened ensemble of two-level atoms
connected to a nonradiative dark state with strain-dependent
coupling. (b) PL-detected rephasing plot from the same sys-
tem. (c)–(d) Amplitude projections of (a) and (b) onto the
νt axis. For comparison, the dashed line in (d) is a copy of
the solid red line in (c).

picture are supposedly much bigger than the dipole mo-
ments of the strained centers. Furthermore, a change
in the dipole moment only affects the coherence time in
the coherent limit where T2 = 2T1 [44]. Again, this is
inconsistent with our data, as discussed in more detail
below.

An explanation of the phenomenology that is more
consistent with our results is that strain enhances the
coupling between the 2Eu excited states and an elec-
tronic dark state in the SiV– center system. For ex-
ample, the dark state may be shifted by strain from an
energy higher than the 2Eu excited states to an energy
nearly commensurate with them, or selection rules and
phonon-coupling may be modified to make the transition
from the 2Eu states into a dark state at lower energy
dark state more likely. In either of these situations, the
luminescence would be suppressed by the system relax-
ing into the dark state but the nonlinear optical response
would be unaffected, as confirmed by simulations we have
performed to illustrate the effect [30]. Figure 3 summa-
rizes one such scenario, showing the effect of a strain-
dependent selection rule on an inhomogeneous ensemble
of two-level atoms. Although direct experimental confir-
mation of such a mechanism remains lacking, the rela-
tively low quantum yield of SiV– centers [2] supports its
existence, and SiV– dark states have been both theoret-
ically predicted [18, 19, 45] and experimentally reported
[16, 46].

Perhaps the most powerful aspect of MDCS in this
study is its ability to extract homogeneous decay rates
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even in the midst of an inhomogeneous ensemble. Figure
4 shows an analysis of these processes, which have been
characterized in the time domain to avoid windowing ar-
tifacts. Figure 4(a) shows the PL-detected time-domain
spectrum used to generate Fig. 1(c). Figure 4(b) shows
the heterodyne-detected spectrum used to generate Fig.
1(d). Figures 4(c) and 4(d) correspond to the amplitudes
of the plots in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) extracted along a di-
agonal lineout at τ = t. In order to provide a numerical
estimate of dephasing rates, we fit the data to decaying
exponential lineshapes of the form

f(t+ τ) = Ae−(t+τ)/T2a +Be−(t+τ)/T2b , (1)

with the second term being omitted for the PL-detected
measurement.
As shown by the data and fit in Fig. 4(c), the PL-

detected signature of bright SiV– centers decays with es-
sentially mono-exponential dynamics and exhibits a char-
acteristic homogeneous relaxation time of T2a = 122± 7
ps. (The slight deviation from mono-exponential dynam-
ics at times t + τ > 300 ps is a manifestation of the
experimental noise floor [30].) Although shorter than
typically reported optical T2 times for isolated SiV– cen-
ters [7, 8, 27], this is in line with a recent photon-echo
measurement of an SiV– center ensemble [29].
As shown in Fig. 4(d), the dynamics of the heterodyne-

detected SiV– ensemble exhibit a great deal more struc-
ture. Although a short-time component similar in scale
to the dephasing time of the PL-detected ensemble still
exists, the decay curve also exhibits a prominent ex-
tended tail that clearly deviates from mono-exponential
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dynamics. Because the decoherence interactions probed
through photon-echo measurements like this are irre-
versible, the presence of this extended tail is a clear in-
dication that different emitters within the hidden SiV–

ensemble exhibit different dephasing rates, with some of
these emitters exhibiting T2 times that exceed the T2

times of the PL-detected bright ensemble. This would
not be true of measurements like time-resolved PL or
transient absorption, where multi-exponential relaxation
dynamics have a much less definitive physical interpre-
tation. The application of Eq. (1) to the data in Fig. 4
leads to extracted coherence times of T2a = 120±5 ps and
T2b = 990± 180 ps. In the frequency domain, the relax-
ation dynamics correspond to a bi-Lorentzian lineshape
with characteristic linewidths 1/(2πT2a) ≈ 1.33 ± 0.06
GHz and 1/(2πT2b) = 160± 30 MHz. We note, however,
that the hidden SiV– center ensemble may include more
than just two classes of distinct centers and/or may ex-
hibit a continuous distribution of dephasing times, and
so these extracted fit parameters should be interpreted
phenomenologically.

Finally, the extracted T2 times can be compared to the
sample’s electronic population decay times T1, allowing
us to verify that the SiV– resonances are in the inco-
herent limit. We have performed measurements of T1 by
measuring the response of our MDCS signal to variations
in the waiting time T between the second and third exci-
tation pulses [30]. The results for both PL detection and
heterodyne detection are consistent with time-resolved
PL measurements in the literature reporting a lifetime of
1–2 ns [15, 47], under all circumstances much longer than
both T2a/2 and T2b/2.

In conclusion, we have used collinear optical MDCS
to measure the coherent properties of an ensemble of
SiV– centers in diamond, observing a large and inho-
mogeneously broadened population of nonradiative elec-
tronic states that have remarkably long optical decoher-
ence times in comparison to their radiatively coupled
counterparts. The effect can be understood as a likely
consequence of strain. Beyond their fundamental rele-
vance to the physics of diamond color centers, the re-
sults open opportunities for the controlled use of strain
in practical SiV– center applications. One possible use
of the effect is in a device in which strain is intentionally
applied or modulated in order to controllably tune the
amount of radiative emission and electronic coherence in
a single-photon emitters or in an emitter ensemble.
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